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to go without blinking  

by Aimee Herman 
 
Aimee Herman is a cyborg. Not in the sense of a mixture but: in her impetus. Her desire for a book to be a new kind of 
thinking and being in the world. As she writes in the startling Statement of Poetics that opens this passionate collection: "This 
body of text practices trilingualism and contraction. Theories include gender confiscation and syntax dissection." I liked that. 
A syntax that records what happens to a body even more than the words themselves. And that's just page one. Throw away 
"the color pink," writes Herman, deeper in. And: "Gender is best received in a question mark." In not with. I loved that. This 
is re-wiring where it counts: below the lexicon. Below the public-private register:" where the label was rubbed." Until there's 
nothing left but, as the writer says: "The most dangerous parts of me." What those "dangerous parts" become, reconfigured, 
mutilated and grown again, is the text of this "sore" and "feminine" book. A book in which "words" and beloveds, of various 
kinds: "never stop coming." What kind of cyborg is this? 
 
—Bhanu Kapil, The Jack Kerouac School of Disembodied Poetics, Naropa University. 

 

Aimee Herman, a queer performance poet, has been featured at various New York venues such as the Happy Ending 
Lounge, Dixon Place, Wow Café Theatre, Perch Café, One & One Bar, Bowery Poetry Club, Public Assembly, and Sidewalk 
Café. She has performed at reading/performance series such as: In the Flesh erotic salon, Hyper Gender, Sideshow: Queer 
Literary Carnival, Mike Geffner Presents: The Inspired Word, and Red Umbrella Diaries. Her poetry can be found in Clean 
Sheets, Cliterature Journal, InStereo Press, Sound Zine, Pregnant Moon Review, and/or journal, Polari Journal, Mad Rush, 
Lavender Review, and Sous Le Pavre. She can also be read in you say. say. and hell strung and crooked (Uphook Press), Focus 
on the Fabulous: Colorado LGBT Voices (Johnson Books), Best Women’s Erotica 2010 (Cleis Press), Best Lesbian 
Love Stories 2010 (Alyson Books), Nice Girls, Naughty Sex (Seal), Women in Lust (Cleis) 
and The Harder She Comes: Butch Femme Erotica (Cleis Press). She currently works as an 
erotica editor for Oysters & Chocolate and curates/hosts monthly NYC erotica and GLBT lit 
readings. She can be found writing poems on her body in Brooklyn. Find her at: 
www.aimeeherman.wordpress.com 
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statement of poetics 

 
 
 
 

elastic minus the girdle 
 
There is no need for synthetics like Victoria’s whispered, overpriced secret. Allow space 
for binding, packing, a push down or spackle.  
 
to write  to fill  the   
lines where splinters  

exhale  
                  off benches 
 
This body of text practices trilingualism and contraction. Theories include gender 
confiscation and syntax dissection. Calls herself alone with pen ink plastic cap between 
lips, kissing language of stain and blots. There is no need for love when paper exists and 
never interrupts or walks away. 
 
to remove the veins attached to initials 
orientations 
 
There may be a carve out. A distinction between childhood trauma and mother carnage.  
 
need to declare a bra size 
sharp accent to disconnect     

the unwanted 
 

I know I have long hair but sometimes I am boy. When I talk about my dick I need you 
to believe that I have one [sometimes]. 
 
write in scars and exit signs 
stain of conformity and academic line structure 
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There is no need for paper distinctions, map assurances, stick-on-peel-off labels. The 
location of this text-body may be found in Whitman songs and Bukowski contradictions. 
Reveal the gesticulation of body’s remorse: call it dirty piece of nothingness or ghostly or 
passed around or workshopped. How can one edit the typos found in scar tissue.        
Poem. 
 
 
bruises like brooklyn sidewalks 
the stick stickiness  stitches  stitching 
 
Scars are a language learned only by breathing. 
 
confuse memory with medicine 
scream down spine.   paper cuts.   signature  
steam  

permanence. 
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smuggled poem 

 
 

 
 
this poem is queer with white disco blood cells, turning over floor boards purchased 
from mice and roaches with a lineage of two hundred million years ago 
 
do not lock lips with this poem because your bed sore against this lip sore could lead to 
the need for medication in the form of cream or humiliation and I am quite sure your 
health insurance, if you even have any, will not begin to cover the cost of it 
 
this poem has been diagnosed with HPV, gonorrhea, syphilis, ADD, chlamydia, 
dyslexia, candidiasis, scabies, malaria, herpes, high blood pressure, cataracts, genital 
warts, PTSD, lactose intolerance, and bacterial vaginosis 
 
this poem votes Republican, but calls itself a Democrat or does not vote at all due to 
overactive sleep cycle, laziness and the inability to pick a side 
 
this poem needs to hire an accountant to keep track of its sexual partners 
 
this poem steals prescriptions from medicine cabinets and bedside tables  
 
this poem is into coarse language, orgies, erections, blow jobs, humiliation and the word 
NO 
 
this poem places pills in pockets for later when it is hungry and too tired to steam up 
broccoli or cocaine 
 
this poem hates white people and yuppies and those with 401K’s and retirement plans 
and women with quick metabolisms and personal trainers and anyone who contributes 
to over-population 
 
this poem has a bomb attached to its belly, distended from starvation because it chose an 
eating disorder over trichotillomania because emaciation is more socially acceptable than 
baldness 
 
this poem fingers itself on a Monday in the bathroom of over-priced university and 
foregoes hand washing in order to wipe poem juice on door knobs and hand shakes 
 
this poem picks its nose and initiates a storm of blood rising from cartilage toward cleft 
above lip 
 
this poem has a weakened immune system due to nutritional laziness and inaccessible 
health insurance 
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this poem does not know how to handle guns, a tube of lipstick, heavy machinery, and 
men 
 
this poem straddles guns, organic carrots, umbrella handles, chicken sausage, harmonicas, 
drum sticks, thermoses, and does not wash after use 
 
this poem packs an elastomer cock purchased for twenty-five dollars plus tax minus 10% 
for being the floor model  
 
this poem has stolen chapstick, salad dressing, a karaoke machine, several glasses of beer 
from men expecting conversation or drunk touching, two cream cheese sesame bagels, a 
cup of coffee  
 
this poem will fuck you for currency as long as she can send in her understudy to 
complete the transaction 
 
this poem ran out of lubricant and found feces to be a fine alternative 
 
this poem needs to tell someone about the time her uncle  babysitter  dentist  music 
teacher  neighbor  ex-boyfriend  best friend  those people raped her 
 
this poem dresses in women’s clothing when no one is home 
 
this poem has broken up two marriages 
 
this poem refuses to pay taxes 
 
this poem went to Thailand for sexual reassignment surgery seven years ago but still 
dreams of its dick still swinging loudly and often wakes with hand around phantom 
phallus, crying 
 
this poem is vegetarian but savors the smell of bacon in the air and on her hamburger 
 
this poem only knows how to fake an orgasm 
 
this poem pretended to be homosexual in order to get out of the draft 
 
this poem, smuggled in your pocket, pressed against your thigh, may never understand 
the existence of god, proper hydration and the necessity to carry more than three 
condoms at all times  
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square root of menstruation  

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

inside the box, there was a calendar. pink 
plastic cushion with padding called diaper 
called sanitary napkin called heavy burst of 
cotton and plastic against vagina like 
chaperone interruption from underwear 
fondle. i was fifteen i was twelve i was just past 
sixteen i was ten. it was so late, i thought body 
had forgotten me. it was so late i thought body 
was growing claymation penis made from 
blood and slaps and ingestion of processed 
food and excessive sodium that just needed 
water to grow like chia pet from within. when 
it came, i  searched for bandages big enough to 
stuff inside me to mop it up. searched for 
anything to stuff inside me to sop it up. 
brassieres from sister’s dresser, envelopes 
unclasped with ghost of electric bill final 
notice form letter jury duty date of appearance. 
learned foreign language called menstruation 
called tampons called toxic shock syndrome 
called smelly ocean called douche it away. two 
to eight days of this vagina crying blood, 
thirty-five milliliters or more sometimes less, 
running away. uterine lining shatters like wine 
glass against tile it is angry. this blood smells 
like rust on bicycles like garbage disposal like 
the rejection of internal. once a month, this 
body chokes up blood in underwear and rage 
refuses silence. six pairs of underwear ruined 
times once a month times twelve in a year 
equal to seventy-two. i never think that one 
day this blood will become a bully. graffiti up 
thighs, change the color of skin, reappraise 
value, scare body from contact. some months, 
i let it bleed into a puddle past ankles and grow 
into a pool with limited access to lap swims or 
scuba dives. color shifts from strawberry to 
cranberry to cherry cordial pie to black tar 
heroin.   


